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REPORTS OF THE BOARD
Letter from the Moderator

Submitted by Jan Nerenberg

I am sitting outside, at the end of June, grateful that summer has come. It is warm already, but there is a gentle breeze, giving just
enough movement of air to be pleasant. As I sit and reflect on this year at the board level, I recognize some similarities between
the weather that we have had and the difficulties and joys that we have shared. Reflect with me for a moment.
We began the new board year with an addition of three new board members. We said good-bye to Gary Dewarle and Ron Basky,
two men who have given and served our church and board well. I/we always appreciated their wisdom. In their place, we welcomed
Lucy Fadeyi, Kyla Gilllings and Matt Semko. For personal reasons, Matt decided to leave the board and Bill Roesler joined us in
a temporary position, serving until the AGM. This was in keeping with our bylaws, which allow the board to fill a vacated position
on a temporary basis. I have appreciated each of these members, as they bring a diversity of experience and knowledge to our
table. Like the seasons, there is change every year, as appointments end and others join. There is a time of getting to know each
other, re-forming the board and integrating together.
In 2017, leaders of the church came together for a strategic planning session, looking at our vision, mission, and values as a
church and outlining areas of growth for the next few years. Some of the topics that came out of that planning were around baptism
and membership. These areas have been explored, and change has come as a result.
One of the other topics, was exploring what unity in diversity, both internally and externally in our church. This included in our
congregation, in outreach, studying areas such as inclusivity and social justice, especially in marginalized communities. To this
end, the board has been exploring with the staff, what it means to be welcoming and inclusive to those who are part of the
LBGTQ2+ community. Even though this issue has many emotions, beliefs and possibilities for division amongst our community,
we felt that we needed to open the conversation surrounding the same. To that end, we met as a board in February, and in March,
with the board and staff. These were good and difficult conversations, that we plan to continue. However, the season changed
again, and we were faced with a more looming threat to our community.
This winter bore a serious threat in our world called COVID-19. Very quickly, the decision not to meet as a public congregation
was made, even before the province came out with its guidelines. I so appreciate the quick and safe decisions that were made by
the board and staff to keep everyone as safe as we could. The staff quickly put together audio recordings of music, announcements
and teachings for us to be fed spiritually. The board, while meeting online via video conferencing, communicating through emails
and phone conversations, have been able to continue the business of the church. The staff has been amazing in their ability to
adapt and continue to meet the needs of the congregants and those in the community. Recently, as the province has lessened
the restrictions to large gatherings, with the assistance of all of you through a survey, the board and staff has made the decision
to remain closed to meeting together physically, and re-evaluate in the fall. The people of the province have done well with “flattening the curve” and we do not want to see anyone ill with something we can help prevent.
May and June of any year bring calculating the budget that was, and the budget that will be set for the following year. One of the
other aspects of the business of the church, is that staff and building are funded through your giving. So, when COVID hit and the
country was shut down, one of the contingencies that the board needed to address was what we would do about lay-offs of the
staff, should the need come. As you know, this has not happened due to the continued, generous giving on your part. We are so
very grateful for the stability that this has brought, and the ability to plan for the next year, without losing any staff.
So, the weather of COVID is still bringing changes to the way we meet as a congregation. It does not change the God that is still
in control, or the flourishing as people of Christ and Emmanuel Baptist, unless we let it. The other day, driving to work, I heard a
song and it has been on my mind since.
“’Slow down, take time; breathe in’, He said. He'd reveal what's to come
The thoughts in His mind; always higher than mine, He'll reveal all to come
So take courage my heart; stay steadfast my soul. He's in the waiting
And hold onto your hope, as your triumph unfolds. He's never failing
Sing praise my soul, find strength in joy. Let His words lead you on
Do not forget, His great faithfulness. He'll finish all He's begun
So take courage my heart. Stay steadfast my soul. He's in the waiting
He's in the waiting. And hold onto your hope, as your triumph unfolds
He's never failing. He’s in the waiting”.
Songwriters: Kristene DiMarco / Jeremy Riddle / Joel Taylor
Take Courage lyrics © Bethel Music Publishing
“Wait for the Lord; be strong and take heart and wait for the Lord”. –Psalm 27:14 NIV
With continued hope in the faithfulness of our Redeemer,
Jan Nerenberg
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Letter from the Executive Pastor

Submitted by Brendon Gibson

Since the middle of March, 2020, the words “Unprecedented” and “Uncertain” have risen in popularity as words
to describe a most unusual year. The COVID-19 pandemic has certainly been unprecedented and have created
a season of great uncertainty for all of us, as much of normal life was suspended, including all in-person gatherings for our church family. We joined Christians and other religious groups around the world in transitioning to
virtual gatherings online. We worshipped over the “waves and wires,” to borrow a term from Rob, gathered on
zoom for prayer, studies, and chats, and connected with each other by phone, text, email, and visits on porches,
decks, sidewalks, through windows, or in parks. Unprecedented and uncertain though it has been, we have
been sustained as a church family by the grace of God and the faithfulness of his people. In the face of significant challenges, we have been enabled to persevere and to grow deeper in faith, hope and love. Thanks be to
God!
Rachel Bueckert joined the staff at the end of August as Director of Youth Ministry and Webmaster and has fitted
in really well. The rest of the staff continued in our respective roles (See Staff & Personnel Report). I am grateful
that there were no staffing disruptions as a result of COVID, and doubly grateful for the staff’s leadership in
helping us to adapt to the challenges created by the pandemic – recording music and providing services online;
ministries, groups and studies being able to meet via zoom; arranging various ways of maintaining connections
as a church family; and continuing to serve the wider community.
On the financial front, I am again grateful for God’s faithfulness and the generosity of our church family. Whatever
initial concern we experienced at the onset of the pandemic was soon alleviated by the readiness with which
most of you transitioned to giving online or dropping off envelopes in the mail box. Your continued support of
the Capital Fund has helped us maintain our Line of Credit obligations for the facility upgrade and for the portion
of roof that was replaced in the past year. Your ongoing support of the Operating Fund provided the funding for
all of our ongoing ministries. We fell short of our budget, but with spending reduced as a result of the pandemic,
we ended the year with a bit of a reserve. Thanks be to God!
Due to a very generous legacy from the estate of Florence Summach, in memory of her and her husband Ted,
we were able to replace our very aged sound system at a cost of $50,000. The installation was done at no cost
to us by members of our church family, Scott Jeschke, Kurt Jeschke, and Tim Rempel. I am grateful for their
expertise and generosity and for Rob Priestley’s leadership of the project.
I am also grateful for the leadership of Jan Nerenberg and the elders, as well as the support of the various
committees. The HR Committee arranged one-on one meetings with all of the staff to offer encouragement and
support; The Finance Committee provided support to Marian Voth, our treasurer, who continues to grow into her
role. The Facility Maintenance Committee provided oversight to maintenance in several areas, including the
roof replacement, and painted the lower hallways and Fellowship Hall, as well as re-staining all wooden doors.
All of these, along with the Nominating Committee, have contributed to a strengthening of the oversight that the
elders provide to our community.
Through the grace of God, and the contribution of each member of our community, we continue to be a community that is seeking to be dependent on God, rooted in Jesus, and led by the Spirit as we strive to love God and
all people for Christ’s kingdom, power and glory. Sustained by our Triune God, we look with anticipation to the
next chapter in the unfolding story of Emmanuel Baptist Church.
With much Gratitude,
Brendon Gibson, Executive Pastor
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p.s. Numbers never tell the whole story, but they help to paint a picture. Here are the average Sunday attendances from the past year:
Average Attend- Sunday Morning
ance

Faith Kids
The Connection
(including leaders)
July-Aug, 2019
166 (163)*
41 (37)
42 (38)
Sept-Dec, 2019
198 (191)
52 (53)
50 (51)
Jan-May, 2020
174** (176)
59** (48)
51** (55)
June, 2020
COVID (182)
COVID (49)
COVID (49)
*The numbers in brackets are the numbers for the previous year (2018-2019)
** This year’s numbers are from January to the second Sunday in March.

Staff and Personnel Report

Connect Kids
(including leaders)
15 (13)
27 (22)
27** (24)
COVID (19)

Submitted by Brendon Gibson

The church staff as of June 30, 2020

Brendon Gibson - Executive Pastor/Pastor of Outreach and Lead Pastor, Sunday Morning Congregations
(fulltime)
Brendon is responsible for leading the staff team, overseeing the administration of the facility, giving direction to
outreach, leading and teaching the Sunday morning congregations, and providing pastoral care. Brendon serves
on the Elder Board, and is the voice of the staff to the Elder Board and the Elder Board to the staff.
Rob Priestley - Pastor of The Connection and Creative Arts & Worship & (fulltime)
Rob is the role of lead pastor of The Connection. He is also responsible for helping the entire Emmanuel
community to engage in weekly worship through the creative arts and the Church Calendar, helping us to
cultivate a lifestyle of worship throughout the week.
Robin Sloboda - Pastor of Senior Adults Ministry and Adult Discipleship (.8) Robin is responsible for
pastoral care & programming for seniors at Emmanuel as well as overseeing the Adult Discipleship Ministry.
Kari Elliott – Director of Care Ministry and Community Engagement, Creative Arts and Worship
Associate, and College and Career Ministry (fulltime)
As Director of Care Ministry and Community Engagement, Kari co-ordinates support groups and other special care
initiatives as well as developing opportunities to help us engage the communities around us. Kari also collaborates
with, and assists, Rob in all areas of worship and creative arts. Kari leads the College and Career ministry.
Beverly Toth – Director of Family Ministries (.6)
Beverly gives leadership to Family Ministries.
Rachel Bueckert – Director of Youth Ministry and Webmaster (.8) - Rachel joined the staff in Sept 2019.
She gives leadership to our youth ministry, provides support in Children’s Ministry, and maintains the website.
Jan Smith - Administrative Assistant & BookKeeper (fulltime)
Jan, our fabulous admin assistant, devotes .5 of her time to reception, publications and scheduling and .5 to
bookkeeping.
Christie Bodnarchuk - Church Custodian (.6)
Christie is responsible for cleaning and custodial support.
Emily Wiks – Summer Intern (fulltime, July & August, 2019; part-time (.5) June, 2020)
Emily served the past three summers as our summer intern. In 2019, she provided support for Summer Kids
Camp and children’s ministry as well as providing admin relief for Jan; in 2020, she provided support for
Children’s ministry.
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MINISTRY REPORTS
Family Ministries Department

Submitted by Rob Priestley
Family Ministries is a large portfolio that encompasses the journey from birth to university age. It is subdivided into Children’s Ministry, Youth Ministries and Young Adults. The staff of the Family Ministries department have learned many things
and have continued to enjoy getting to know the children, youth, and young people here at Emmanuel, as well as many of
their families.
In August of 2019, Rachel Bueckert began working as our Youth Ministry Coordinator. She has been an excellent addition
to the Family Ministries team and has elevated the leadership of the Youth Ministry portfolio of Emmanuel.
Beverly continues to do an excellent job at running our Children Ministries portfolio. She had worked hard at getting to know
the families in our community. Her joy in following Jesus is infectious and she has a deep love for the kids in our community.
Kari continues to give leadership to the Young Adult Ministry. She hosts the group at her home each Thursday evening.
They have supper together and then move to intentional conversation around what it means to follow after Jesus. They
also participate in service projects on a regular basis.
We continue to have a group of volunteers in Family Ministries who lend their expertise in helping with volunteer recruitment,
teaching, special events, scheduling, classroom care, resource prepping, preschool drop in and Kids Camp. A giant thank
you to all of them for their work behind the scenes – your work has significantly contributed to making this past year another
success.
As well, thank you to the many other volunteers who help in the classrooms and in our weekly programs. Without your
energy and commitment we would not be able to function as a department.
Goals that flow out of the Family Ministries Department:
With the challenges of COVID 19, our main goal is to find ways to connect with children, families, youth, and, young adults
in meaningful ways. The guiding principles behind this goals are:
-to find ways to introduce and integrate Emmanuel’s vision statement into the
fabric of Family Ministries and work to help children, youth, young adults and
families understand the intent of the vision statement
-work to define ‘Family’ as a broad term in which all people of all age
demographics belong and have ‘a place at the table’
-continue to work on volunteer recruitment and updating all of the volunteers in
the In His Care safety requirements
-continue to work with the teaching pastors to create services in which all age
demographics of Emmanuel can worship, fellowship and learn together
-be more intentional in using Family Ministries special events as a way to invite
neighbours
-regularly pray for Families at Emmanuel
-work to help people successfully transition from children’s ministry to youth
ministry and from youth ministry to young adults group
-work to help the youth and young adults find meaningful community within the
broad Emmanuel community
-emphasize yearly rhythms which are rooted in the church calendar, with
particular attention given to Advent, Epiphany, Lent, Holy Week, Easter
Celebration, Ascension & Pentecost
-provide & produce resources to aid the Emmanuel Community in engaging in
these yearly rhythms
-work to develop responses, tools and memory triggers to help Families process
and integrate the weekly teaching
Below you will find more specific reports outlining what has been happening this past year…
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Children’s Ministry
FaithKids/Connection Kids

Submitted by Beverly Toth

Thank you to our many volunteers who served this past year with commitment and
energy and an understanding of how precious each child is to God – and our community! We have over 90 people who have served in the children’s area. Thanks for
sharing God’s love with these young ones.
July August 2019
AM Service: Preschool classes continued as usual. Kindergarten – Grade 6 children
met together upstairs allowing our ‘regular’ volunteers a well deserved break.
Connection: The two classes that meet upstairs were combined for the same reason.
Emily Wiks (our summer intern) and I oversaw the grade school classes exclusively.
We followed the ‘Ten Commandments for Kids’ DVD based curriculum. Preschoolers
heard stories about David and Jesus!
Sunday Programming
The classes were reconfigured in the fall. This helped our average class attendance
in the preschool wing be more equally distributed.
Morning service saw seven classes: nursery, toddler (18 months to almost 3), ages 3
and 4, Kindergarten, Spark (Grades 1 and 2), Whirl (Grades 3 and 4), and Connect
(Grades 5 and 6).
The Connection’s three classes were Preschool/Kindergarten, Spark (Grades 1,2,3), and Connect
(Grades 4,5,6).
For those in preschool through Grade 4(AM) and Grade 3 (PM), the Sparkhouse curriculum Year Green was
used focusing on both OT and NT lessons. Our older classes used Sparkhouse Connect lessons that also
contain a DVD component.
These students are given their own Bible to look up related passages and engage with pencil activities IN the
Bible. At the end of Grade 6, as they transition to Youth, they are given the Bible that they’ve used in class!
With the pandemic came many changes to our children’s area of ministry. Parents/guardians received ideas
and resources in a weekly email through the remainder of the school year. Invitations were made to continue
contact with children and the special grown ups in their lives through video chats, and texts.
In His Care
We desire to adhere to our safety procedures and abuse prevention policies. To this end, there are two leaders
in each room, with an ‘open door’ available to parents and guardians who wish to stay and see any class while
in session.
Each volunteer is to complete an application form, criminal record check, provide us with three references, and
have an informal conversation (interview) with me during the year as well.
Our privilege and responsibility is to ensure that children who attend Emmanuel experience a clean, secure, and
loving environment as they engage. We want them to begin to understand, as all God’s people should, how
wide, how long, how high, and how deep God’s love really is. (Eph. 3:18)
_________
My hope for the children who attend EBC is that they will continue to draw close to Jesus Christ, our Lord and
Saviour, and that their roots would grow down into Him. May their lives reflect God’s great love for all people!
Then their faith will grow strong in the truth they are being taught and they will overflow with thankfulness.
(see Colossians 2:6,7)
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Summer Kids Camp

Submitted by Rob Priestley

In 2019, we introduced the beginning of a new Kids Camp series. Again, it was created
by the Family Ministries team and was titled Being Human. The camp’s tagline was
reaching for our Creator as we celebrate Being Human. The daily themes explored Body,
Soul, Heart, Mind, and Fingerprints.
In the past couple of years we had to turn away kids because our camps filled up so
quickly. For this camp we added a second week for older grade school kids. The first week of camp we
continued with the model of running both the preschool and gradeschool camps concurrently.
We had an enrollment of 43 preschool kids, 88 grades 1-4 kids, and 38 grades 5-6 kids. There were 107 volunteers that gave up time to make these three camps a possibility. Thank you to Emily, Kari, Beverly, and all
volunteers who helped make these two weeks such a success.

Scooters Indoor Playground

Submitted by Elya Lam
Scooters is a weekly drop-in indoor playgroup for children ages 0-5 and
their parents/caregivers.
I'll begin this annual report in the same way that many others likely will what a strange and unprecedented season we had at Scooters!

We began the year by making some minor changes to our registration format and daily operations, to better regulate our weekly numbers. As you may recall, last year we were forced to
close our doors to new participants, as we were regularly seeing extremely large numbers of children each week.
Our new format saw us create a weekly cap of 50 children, plus their parents/caregivers. This change helped
keep our playgroup safe and fun for everyone, while allowing the Scooters team to spend more time each week
connecting with our Scooters families.
Prior to our COVID-19 shutdown, Scooters had 94 children from 57 families registered. Nearly all of these families were from the broader Saskatoon community and were not associated with our church in any other way. Our
regular attendees got to know one another closely and built friendships that continue outside of Scooters. Many
of the Scooters initiatives that we introduced in the past year were continued, such as the Scooters/Care Ministries "New Parent Support" partnership and the Scooters Swap Board.
On March 13, shortly before the government mandated COVID-19 shutdown, the Scooters team and EBC staff
made the decision to end the Scooters program for the remainder of the year. During the weeks and months that
followed, we worked hard to stay connected with our Scooters families, offering socially-distanced friendship,
support, and care through emails, phone calls, care packages, and meal deliveries.
Unfortunately, because of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, Scooters is unable to resume for the 2020/2021
season. Please keep the Scooters team in your prayers as we find ways to maintain the relationships with Scooters families which we have worked so hard to foster, and as we consider what Scooters could and should become
in the future.
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Special Events

Submitted by Kyla Gillings

Planning events for families to come together and have fun, the Special Events
committee, consisting of Kyla Gillings, Geralyn Jeschke and Jordan Summach also
focuses on outreach by creating events that kids and their caregivers can invite their
friends and neighbors to.
In summer 2019 our committee once again created the volunteer lounge at both summer Kids Camps
to honour and show appreciation to the many Emmanuel community members who volunteer their time
during those busy weeks. In fall we got to work preparing for the annual Pumpkin Bash family fun night
which was attended by 215 kids plus their families. The Pumpkin Bash continues to be an awesome
avenue for community outreach, as a large portion of the families who attend come from outside of our
regular church community! In the winter we were able to hold our annual Christmas Creation nativity
play and craft event, followed by a Movie & Games night in January 2020 prior to COVID-19 sadly
requiring the cancellation of our remaining events for the year.
A big thank you to the many Emmanuel community members who volunteer their time to help make
our events possible so we can continue to develop exciting occasions for our Emmanuel community to
come and play together, while reaching out to their friends and family in the broader community to join
them! While we are unsure what the 2020/2021 program year will look like at this time, we are keeping
an open mind and a creative spirit to envision ways we can still create a sense of community for the
kids of Emmanuel, even if it’s from a distance.

Youth Ministry (Grade 7-12)

Submitted by Rachel Bueckert

The 2019-2020 year for Emmanuel Baptist youth has seen a lot of transitions, but I believe it has also been a
really positive year. We began the year with a new Youth Director (myself) and a large number of grade 7’s
entering the program. Because there were so many new students, I felt like it was a good opportunity to introduce
a few new ideas to the program, while continuing with some of the Tuesday night components that were started
by Jana-Lyn. Throughout the year, we saw anywhere from 10-17 youth on a Tuesday night.
A typical Tuesday night generally consisted of a group game followed by a teaching, small groups, and snack.
We went through a number of series’, including Youth Alpha, which was well received by the group. Youth Alpha
covers a lot of the basic questions that many people have about faith and Jesus, and it sparked some interesting
discussions during small group time. We also went through a series on Identity, Relationships, the Parables of
Jesus, and looked at the stories of different people who encountered Jesus throughout the Gospels. About once
a month, instead of our regular Tuesday night routine, we had a Serve Night. These nights looked different, as
we’d find opportunities to serve the community and focus our energy on loving and serving our neighbours. My
favourite example is when we baked muffins for foster families in our community as a way of encouraging them.
Once a month I also planned a weekend event (on a Friday or Saturday) that was more of a casual hangout,
usually outside of the church. These events were meant to help build relationships and be a natural bridge for
youth to invite their friends. Some of the most memorable activities included mini golf, a mystery party, Pumpkin
Bash, the Christmas Party, the Corn Maze, Inspire YXE, and Youth Quake; the last two being large youth conferences.
In addition to weekend events, I made it a goal to spend time with the youth outside of program nights. For
example, I sometimes took youth out for coffee or ice cream in small groups. One weekend I was able to lead
games for the birthday party of one of the youth girls, which was a fantastic way to get to know some teens
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outside of the program. A couple of them even showed up on Tuesday nights, and one has been attending fairly
consistently.
Part of my role this year has been to teach Sunday School as well. I taught MUSE two Sundays a month to the
teens, and I taught the grade 4-6 class once a month. Teaching the grade 4-6 class has been a great way to
connect with the kids who will be coming into the program in the next couple of years. I think having some
familiarity with me as the youth director will help them naturally transition from children’s ministry to youth, when
the time comes.
When Covid-19 hit, our youth group experienced a drastic change in that we had to start meeting online through
Zoom rather than in person. However, something that could have been quite detrimental to the program ended
up having a positive impact. With a less structured program we were able to have more time in small groups,
which I believe played a role in strengthening the group overall. Our attendance increased, and we were even
able to welcome some students who previously couldn’t make it because of the distance.
One of the biggest areas of growth I saw this year was in our small group time. As the year went on, I noticed
the youth becoming much more comfortable in their small groups. Discussions went longer, and deeper relationships were built between the youth and their small group leaders. Throughout the year I also noticed a difference
in the culture of the group itself, as the youth began to bond, and welcomed new students who showed up
partway through the year.
My hope and vision for next year is to deepen that welcoming and inclusive culture that has formed this year. I
want to continue to build meaningful relationships with the youth, and make our group a safe place for them to
bring their friends. I plan to build on the foundation we’ve laid for what it means to have a relationship with Jesus,
and help the youth discover that relationship for themselves. I also want to continue to strengthen the leadership
team (the volunteers), as they invest so much and make all the difference. I’m looking forward to what the next
year will bring!

College & Career

Submitted by Kari Elliott

C&C gathered in my home each week for supper and spiritual conversations/practices every Thursday night
from September through the beginning of March. We’ve been a smaller group this year, generally seeing under
10 participants a week.
This year we attempted to shape our learning around the church values with a 4 week cycle designed to help us
consider, practice, re-consider, and discuss our commitments each value. We generally began with a week of
discussion about the way the Emmanuel defines the value and how we interpret that definition in the outworking
of our own lives, followed by a week of spiritual practice or service focusing on the value, a week watching and
discussing a documentary related to the value, and a week discussing what changes and invitations we’ve noticed over the month of attentiveness to that idea in small groups focused around the practice of Examen. We
looked specifically at the values of Community, Justice, Love, Diversity, and were starting in on Prayer when we
shut down for the season.
Most of our participants were a little video-conferenced out as church moved online, so we made the decision to
suspend gathering formally a few weeks early back in March and reassess in the fall and instead committed to
checking in more casually through the spring and summer.
The year ahead will look quite different for C&C, but I’m excited to see what some fresh programming ideas will
bring about as we respond to the challenges of a more distanced season. The young adults around Emmanuel
contribute to our community in such big ways as they serve and worship and learn with the broader congregations. I admire their passion and commitment and am grateful for their example, curiosity, and wisdom.
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Adult Ministry Department
Adult Discipleship Ministries

Submitted by Robin Sloboda

Small Groups at Emmanuel
In September, we encouraged small groups to consider working through the resource, Life Lessons from Ephesians by Max Lucado. For those who did not participate in this study we invited them to check out the small group
resources on Right Now Media. Overall, we had about six groups meeting from the morning community. Thank
you to all those who facilitated and participated in small groups this year!

Other Adult Discipleship Opportunities
Sunday Morning Bible Study: In the fall, Robin Sloboda lead a Bible Study on Sunday mornings from 9 am
until 10 am. The group worked through the book of Acts a twenty-four-week study by N. T. Wright. This study
finished on March 1 and was unable to complete the last four weeks.
VantagePoint 3: It was great to have two groups again this past ministry year: The Journey, which is the first
year, had four participants with Jane McPhee and Lori Moffat as the facilitators. And A Way of Life, which is the
second year, had seven participants with David Toth and Robin Sloboda as facilitators. Due to COVID-19 both
groups finished stage three of the course on ZOOM. The Journey, A Way of Life, and Walking with Others are
all, eight-month discipleship courses developed by Vantage Point 3 (www.vantagepoint3.org).
The Stations of the Cross: This is a devotional and meditative experience of the last hours of the life Jesus.
Several years ago, fourteen artists from Emmanuel contributed artwork to The Stations of the Cross. Each year,
we extend an invitation to our congregation to participate in this project by submitting new pieces of art.
This year we would like to give a special thanks to Sherri Hathaway and Chole Meadows, for their contributions
of new art. We were unable to set up “The Stations of the Cross” at the church this year, but the devotional book
was available online for a personal retreat and a reflective journey through Passion Week.
Prayer Sisters: On January 11, 2020, those who participated in the prayer sister’s ministry for 2019 gathered
for a celebration of God’s good gifts that are given through friendship, community and prayer. There were many
stories shared of how women knew another was praying for them. Not sure how the celebration will look like for
2020, but it will take place in January 2021.
Ladies Tea: There were two Ladies afternoon teas for the 2019/2020 ministry year. On November 2, Carmen
Kampman shared her thoughts on Ephesians 2:10. On March 14, Carmen shared again with the women from
EBC on how to empower our relationships. She used Hebrews 10:24-25 as her scripture text. Several women
gathered for both teas and were inspired and encouraged. Carmen is the founder of Lead Women: to equip and
inspire people to lead with growing confidence and excellence and is ordained with the PAOC.
Ladies Bible Study on Zoom: During the Spring season, April 21 until May 26, several women gathered online
to work through a RightNow Media study. The book study was by Jen Pollock Michel titled, Keeping Place.
During the summer, to keep us connected, another group of women worked through a four-week study from
RightNow Media. The book study was by Mark Batterson titled, Whisper.
Ladies Zoom Time: On Thursdays from 1 pm until 2 pm several women gathered on ZOOM to connect and
share what God has placed on their hearts. It was a rich time for good conversations and getting to know others
better.
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Marriage Ministry

Submitted by Brendon Gibson

Marriage Mentoring
We continue to work at developing a Marriage Mentoring Ministry which equip couples to walk alongside other
couples to encourage, nurture, and strengthen marriages in our community. Mentor couples are trained using a
DVD course developed by Neil and Sharol Josephson of Family Life Canada.
Three mentor couples met with three mentee couples regularly over the course of the year and had great conversations. Both mentor and mentee couples reported having good conversations and were grateful for the
opportunities.
We are still looking for more couples with healthy marriages (not perfect ones), who have been married ten years
or more, to be trained to mentor others.
Together for Good
Together for Good, a marriage enrichment course, featuring Neil and Sharol Josephson of Family Life Canada,
was scheduled for five Friday evenings in January and February, 2019. However, there wasn’t enough interest
so the course did not run. Thanks to Harold and Karin Corbett for offering to host.

Men’s Ministry

Submitted by Brendon Gibson

Men’s Ministry hosted seven breakfasts this past year, from September 2019 to March 2020. Men’s breakfasts
were held on the second Saturday of each month. In September and October, our post-breakfast discussions
were guided by the DVD curriculum, REFRAME, which explores how the gospel reframes all of life. From November to March, several of our men shared parts of their faith stories in an interview format. Attendance ranged
from eleven to seventeen.

Prayer Ministry at Emmanuel

Submitted by Brendon Gibson

Prayer is a critical aspect of the life and health of any church. At Emmanuel, we are continually looking for ways
to engage in prayer as a community. Over the past year, we sought to deepen our life of prayer in the following
ways:
Weeks of Prayer: At the start of the ministry year (September 9-15, 2019) and again during Lent (March 2-6,
2020) we participated in a week of prayer. For the week in September, prayer guides were provided at the start
of the week with requests from all areas of EBC’s life and ministry, and on the Thursday evening we gathered
for prayer at Awaken. For the week during Lent, another prayer guide was provided with an emphasis on praying
for the city, ward by ward. We gathered twice daily at the church (Monday-Friday, 7:15am, 12:15pm) and used
the guide for prayer. We also provided an additional quide with suggestions for engaging in prayer at home and
in our neighbourhoods. Attendance at the March sessions ranged from two to eight persons.
Staff Prayer: Up until the middle of March, the staff gathered daily for prayer, Tuesday-Friday, 9:15am, to commit
our day to the Lord and to pray for particular needs in our community. This past year, our prayer was informed
by readings from the Psalms.
Friday Morning Prayer met weekly at 7:00am in the fellowship Hall, from August 2019 to March 13, 2020.
Between three and seven persons gathered faithfully to pray for the needs of our church, community and world.
Prayer Ministry During Services: At both of our Sunday gatherings (morning and The Connection, until the
suspension of in-person gatherings) prayer ministry was available during and after the service.
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Awaken: Awaken is a once a month prayer gathering on the 2nd Thursday evening of each month. Over the
past year, we met from September to March. The focus has been on prayer for awakening to God and His
kingdom, as well as to the needs among and around us. On several occasions, we prayed for particular ministries within and beyond our church family.
Zoom Prayer Gatherings: With the suspension of all in-person gatherings on March 15 due to the pandemic,
we shifted to online prayer gatherings on Zoom. Starting on March 23, 2020, we hosted prayer gatherings three
times daily, Monday to Friday (7:15 am, 12:15pm, 9:15pm). In the early stages of this strange season, around
20 persons participated daily in these times of prayer. With the onset of summer, numbers declined, and we
eventually discontinued the 9:15 prayer time. Thanks to all who devoted time to prayer, either online or in other
ways.
We are committed to cultivating a life of prayer through which we pay attention to the Holy Spirit, pursue Christ’s
kingdom, and submit to His lordship. Thanks to Alan Barr for his leadership of the Prayer Ministry over the past
year. Thanks also to all who participate in these various prayer initiatives. These prayer times are all open to
everyone and we encourage you to participate.
Membership Class
Submitted by Brendon Gibson
Four Membership Classes were scheduled over the past year (September 15, November 3, January 19, March
22); however, only two were held, with attendance of two and six persons. Classes are usually held on Sunday
afternoons, 3:30-5:00pm. An additional class was held on Zoom on June 7, with three persons participating.
Baptism Class
Submitted by Brendon Gibson
Four Baptism Classes were scheduled over the past year (September 22; November 10, February 2, March 29).
However, only one of those classes was held with two persons attending. Classes are held on Sunday
afternoons, 4:00-5:00pm. Two persons who expressed interest in baptism could not make the scheduled classes
so arrangements were made for a separate conversation with them.

Adult Bible Study

Submitted by Ernie Atkinson

Study:
The Gospel of Mark
Focus: Bible study, sharing and caring
Duration: Every second Tuesday, 1:30 pm – 3 pm, September 2019 – March 2020
Facilitator: Ernie Atkinson
Our privilege to “Serve the LORD with gladness” (Psalm 100:2, NASB) resulted in an average of at least fourteen
adults coming together in our considering the teaching of Mark’s Gospel. We also enjoyed a Christmas social
time at a local restaurant. It is clear that as with other ministries within the church, we were also required to
comply with the COVID-19 health guidelines and the wisdom of our church staff and elders. Consequently, our
last study time was March 10, though there has been telephone communication since that time.
Once again, we are saddened by the passing of our dear brother, Harvey Everett, January 9, 2020, who was
unable to attend our sharing times this year. Harvey had been a stalwart leader and we benefitted in the past
from his wisdom and warm-hearted sharing. He is united with Jesus and treasured in our thoughts. Our brother,
Lawrence Milner, often opened our time in prayer and shared as he was able.
As we made the decision to change our location from the Fireside Lounge to the Fellowship Hall, we enjoyed
the convenience of the kitchen being adjacent, and appreciated Helen Atkinson continuing to prepare coffee and
the scheduling of the snacks by Eileen Walliser, with thanks to those who kindly supported our “sweet tooth.”
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Once again, we were warmly supported by Pastor Robin Sloboda who continued to provide the technical support
for our PowerPoint sharing via the smart TV screen.
As we were unable to complete our study of the Gospel of Mark, our last study on March 10 concluded with
Chapter 10. A key verse highlighted at that time was:
Mark 10:45 (NASB)
45
For even the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give
His life a ransom for many.
While the disciples up to this point had often failed to understand the true nature of Jesus’ mission even when
He clearly declared His anticipated suffering and death and resurrection, Jesus was nevertheless about to enter
Jerusalem to the cheering crowds, knowing full well what lay ahead of Him. N.T. Wright makes this thoughtful
comment:
But Jesus is going up to Jerusalem, turning the world’s values and power-systems
on their heads, setting off to give his life as a ransom for many. If we want to receive
what he has to offer, we have no choice but to follow.
(N.T. Wright, Mark for Everyone, p142)
There is a sense in which, we also did not anticipate what this year would bring following March 10, with the
worldwide effects of a pandemic. Are we and am I learning the importance of not expecting to be served but to
serve and give, as we continue to live through an unprecedented upheaval in our society?

Library

Submitted by Dawn Johnson

In the 2019/20 season at the EBC library things have been good. In the fall of 2019 I was sorting through boxes
of book donations and adding them to the library shelves. I have been purchasing some of the classic Christian
books that have gone missing over the years and hope to put them into rotation as soon as I am able.
Due to the corona virus pandemic, work at the library had to come to a halt as the church went into shutdown.
Work in the library has not been done for months but I am hopeful to continue working in the library when the
church is open again. Thank you to Jan and Christie for watering the plants for me during the shutdown!
Thank you to the people who put up the canvas curtains around the bottom shelves for Scooters each week
before the shutdown.
*Just a couple of friendly reminders for when the library hopefully gets rolling again along with everything else.*
-There are browsing cards hung up around the book shelves. Browsing cards are available to put in the place of
any book taken off the shelf while browsing to help you remember where you got it from (just like a book mark
for marking your page).
-Please do not put coffee cups or beverage cups on the bookshelves.
-Also please remember when signing out a book to put your name AND phone or mailbox number on the cards.
If the book is of a sensitive nature you do not have to put your name if you don’t want to.
Thank you for allowing me to serve The Lord through this ministry.
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Fellowship Opportunities

Submitted by Brendon Gibson

Summer Barbeques – On Wednesday, July 24, 2019, we hosted a joint BBQ for both congregations (morning
and The Connection) in Wildwood Park. About 110 persons participated. Unfortunately, our time together was
shortened due to rain. The morning congregation held its usual BBQ on the last Sunday of August, 2019, with
about 90 in attendance. We are grateful for all who participate in these fellowship gatherings, and for those who
help with setup, cooking, monitoring tables, and clean-up.
Soup’N’Buns - From September 2019 to March 2020, we hosted a monthly meal in the gym on the second
Wednesday of each month (6:00 - 7:00pm). After the meal in September, we had the privilege of hearing from
Andre Sibomana, our mission partner in Rwanda. Andre is one of the field staff for Canadian Baptist Ministries
(CBM) and heads up the work in Rwanda. He gave us an update on our partnership with the Rwandan Baptist
Churches. Attendance at Soup N Buns during this past year ranged from 60 to 24.
Dining Deeper –This was our fifth year of hosting Dining Deeper, an initiative designed to help connect families
from both of our communities. Families who sign up to participate are assigned to a group of 3-4 families who
meet for a potluck meal, either supper on Saturday on lunch on Sunday. One Dining Deeper was held on the
weekend of November 16/17, 2019 with a second on February 29/March 1, 2020. Twenty-three & eighteen
families, respectively, signed up to participate. These continue to be great times of fellowship and connection
for those who participate in them.
Conferences
For the Journey with Steve Bell
On November 8 and 9, 2019, we hosted Steve Bell’s For the Journey retreat. This was a conference in which
Steve taught of the importance of rooting our worship in Trinitarian theology, in the Christian calendar, and in
psalms and ancient prayers of the church. About 100 persons participated, with just over half of them being
from Emmanuel.
Into the Neighbourhood with Preston Poteaux
On the weekend of January 31 to February 2, 2020, we hosted our annual Spiritual Life Conference. Preston
Poteaux was our speaker and he did a wonderful job of helping us explore how to become more engaged in
loving our neighbours and our neighbourhoods. About sixty persons participated.
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Women’s Ministry
Women’s Bible Study – Heart Matters

Submitted by Laura Monchuk

Heart Matters -- a weekly women’s Bible study held at Emmanuel Baptist on Tuesday mornings,
offers opportunities to study and apply God’s Word in daily life and to develop supportive relationships among women of all ages.
The 2019-2020 season began with a kick-off party on September 24. Although planned to extend through
mid-May, Heart Matters ended prematurely due to COVID-19 protocols. Our final study was held on March 10, 2020.
Weekly attendance averaged around 20 women, and several more journeyed in and out as their schedules allowed.
The Heart Matters Planning Committee cooperated to make each morning run smoothly. June Cathcart, Mary Friesen,
Dawn Johnson and Krista Noble served on the committee this season, while Laura Monchuk provided leadership in
preparing and presenting the Tuesday morning programs.
Heart Matters offered free weekly childcare to up to six children thanks to the efforts of volunteer coordinator Krista
Noble. Elaine Trayhorne and Olga Weibe provided childcare throughout much of the season, while Krista Noble,
Robin Sloboda, Mary Friesen, Dawn Johnson and Laura Monchuk each pitched in to the rotation when a second adult
was needed in the childcare room. Each week, children enjoyed supervised play, songs, prayer and a healthy snack
while the adult study took place in another room.
During the fall 2019 semester, participants studied Twelve Women of the Bible: Life-Changing Stories for Women
Today, a DVD series led by a variety of teachers. Through this impactful series, attendees explored spiritual lessons
learned from the lives of Abigail, Gomer, Mary Magdalene, Mary of Bethany, Martha, the woman at the well, the
Syrophoenician woman and Jesus’ mother Mary. The women also participated in four in-depth scripture studies using
coloured pencils to illuminate important words and concepts in different Bible passages related to topics raised through
the video studies.
On October 29, Heart Matters welcomed guest speaker Edith Chipewick, who pastors a church in Kenya. Edith shared
about the power of prayer and took time to pray with women afterward. This morning and three additional “heart-toheart” mornings included extended time for fellowship, food and an open mic for sharing stories of grace.
One of these “heart-to-heart” mornings included a Christmas brunch. During this event, the women of Heart Matters
brought baking and chocolates and compiled 25 tins to share with others who could use some love and encouragement in the community. Emmanuel Baptist Senior Adult Pastor Robin Sloboda hand-delivered them to senior citizens
in need of some Christmas cheer. She shared that some of the encounters included tears of joy that they had been
remembered in this special way.
The women of Heart Matters also collected $575 to send to Edith Chipewick’s church mission in Kenya. These donations were earmarked for a van to transport the elderly and others who are unable to walk to church, a need Edith
shared with us during her visit in October.
The ladies of Heart Matters also were able to extend love and prayers to a mourning Saskatoon family whose 15year-old son had died suddenly in November. It was an honour to take a handmade card filled with $600 in Superstore
gift cards collected to assist the family with groceries during this difficult season.
In January 2020, the group dived into a video series from Jennie Allen on 1 Corinthians via RightNow Media. The
ladies enjoyed the in-depth study of seven chapters of Paul’s letter to the church in Corinth, before the COVID-19
pandemic cut the series short.
The committee will consult with Pastor Robin and the latest Saskatchewan public health orders over the summer
before deciding how to proceed with the 2020 fall season. God has faithfully answered prayers, calling each woman
and child in closer relationship to Himself and in greater fellowship with one another, while multiplying collective giftings to bless others in the wider community. May the Lord continue to be glorified by this ministry.
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Senior Adult Ministry

Submitted by Robin Sloboda

The focus of the senior adult ministries is to touch lives of adults 65+ within the community at Emmanuel Baptist
Church and the wider community, by providing opportunities for spiritual growth, worship, care, and fellowship.
Growing in Grace offers an opportunity to connect with each other, have a meal together, to support local
outreach organizations such as: The Bridge on 20th, Teen Challenge, and Pregnancy Options Centre (SPOC),
and support World Vision (by adopting a child). The leadership team for Growing in Grace: Lois Bliss, Bettye
Collins, Eugene and Sharon Elash, Helen Atkinson, and Robin Sloboda.
The programs are varied aiming to meet the social, spiritual and intellectual needs of the group. On October
18th Stanley and Pat Windels, presented a message for Thanksgiving. On December 12th, Ike and Terry Friesen
(A Father and Son Duo) shared their life stories mixed with instrumentals and singing. The Easter Banquet
scheduled for April 16, 2020 was cancelled due to COVID-19.
Annually, during the months of Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter, Bettye Collins and her team serve a home
cooked meal--thank you Bettye and team for providing yearly these special meals.
Coffee & Conversation: The purpose of these gatherings is for senior adults to have a time to be together
enjoying a snack, listen to a speaker on a specific topic or watch a movie, followed by a devotional and discussion
time. On November 7, the group gathered to watch God’s Not Dead: A Light in Darkness. Again, on February
20, we gathered to watch, Overcomer. Both movies were inspiring, and the group had good discussions after.
The scheduled coffee time for April 30 was cancelled.
Forever in Motion: This is a peer led exercise group for older adults and the Saskatoon Health Region trains
the leaders. The group gathered on Wednesday and Friday mornings from 9:00 am until 10:30, from October to
the middle of May. There is a coffee time and a short devotional after exercise. The Saskatoon Health Region
provided a course on keeping your balance on Wednesdays during the January and February. Lois Bliss and
Don Sawatsky were the leaders and about 16 adults attended this program throughout the winter months. This
group was cancelled in March.
Christmas Bus Tour: Elaine Trayhorne and I hosted a bus tour to Briercrest Bible College at Caronport, SK.
On Saturday, November 30, 53 passengers went to the festival. This year, the presentation was “A Father’s
Love.” Again, the tickets sold fast, and the event was a success.
Visitation and Care: A special thank you to the many volunteers that visited people in our community who are
home bound, or in a nursing home. Special visits were also made to many older adults and shut-ins from EBC
at Christmas encouraging them with a cheerful greeting and small gift from the church.
With the event of COVID-19 a new ministry started called “Care Callers.” This new ministry has 12 volunteers
who connect with senior adults within our community. The mission is to make new connections and friendships
and to check-in to see if there are needs within our community.
Funeral Ministry: This ministry offers care and support to families after the loss of a loved one by hosting the
reception after the memorial service. A special “thank you” to those who serve in this ministry.
Transportation Ministry: This ministry provides rides to our 10:30 a.m. service for those in need. A special
thank you to the faithful volunteer drivers (Andy Smith, Gerrit Verdouw, Cal Redekop, Roger Deweerd, Gavin
Sargison and Myles Sanderson) who have met a definite need for those who lack other means of transport to
church Sunday mornings.
Emmanuel’s Seniors Journal: Over the last ten years there has been a blog for seniors to check out what
events were happening within our community. About three years ago, the blog was put into archive mode. Over
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COVID-19 I decided to re-open the blog and start posting devotional thoughts to connect with our older adult
community. I added sending out an email with the devotional to our community. The posts are sent out weekly
and are to inspire and encourage our community. https://emmanuelsenior.blogspot.com
Glimpse of Glory, weekly worship services start at 7:00 p.m. in the Bentley Chapel, with attendance averaging
over 30 attendees from a wide variety of church traditions. On the second Sunday of every month, Emmanuel
Baptist Church leads the worship service and prepares Communion. A special thank you to Elsie Nickorick,
Shirley Hildebrandt and Alan Barr for serving in this ministry.
As of March 2020, the services over at the Bentley have been cancelled due to COVID-19 until further notice.
Robin’s concluding thoughts:
COVID-19 certainly hit the senior adult community hard over the last several months. As a community we have
been trying to find creative ways to stay in touch with our older adults. As a new ministry season begins, many
programs will not be able to resume but we will find ways to continue to connect.
I would like to express my sincere appreciation to all those who have taken active roles in the Senior Adult
Ministry, also your encouragement and support has been cherished. It has been a privilege to work with you
and to meet the seniors within the body of Christ at Emmanuel Baptist Church. As God continues to present
opportunities for individual and corporate ministry by and among our seniors, let us together be faithful to Him,
as we share His love in our senior community.

Bus Tour Ministry

Submitted by Elaine Trayhorne & Robin Sloboda

On Saturday, November 30, 2019 we took a bus tour to the Briercrest Christmas pageant, “A Father’s Love.” We
were blessed to have a full bus of 53 passengers representing various churches. We left Saskatoon in the morning,
travelled to Moose Jaw where we toured “The Temple Gardens Tourist Pavilion”, and then enjoyed a delicious
Chinese Buffet at noon at Jade Gardens. Then we toured on to Briercrest Bible College at Caronport and enjoyed
the wonderful presentation and were also able to purchase a delightful array of homemade crafts and homemade
baking. After the pageant was over we boarded our luxury bus for home, where we were treated to a prepared
lunch bag supper on the bus. We were so blessed to sing Christmas Carols, play fun quiz games, and watch a
movie.
This is the sixth trip we have taken to the Briercrest Christmas presentation, and we are praising God as we are
growing in numbers each year. We are so blessed to enjoy Christian fellowship together in such a fun and inspirational way, praising our Savior and celebrating His birth.
Not sure what the 2020 Christmas year looks like for traveling as a group, but when we are able we will plan
another tour to the Briercrest Christmas production.
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Care Ministry Department
Care & Community Engagement

Submitted by Kari Elliott

Care Ministry aims to provide intentional, practical care, education, and encouragement to all
who are seeking healing, support, and wholeness in the midst of difficult circumstances in their
lives. Community Engagement seeks to find ways to extend the love of Jesus into the world
around us through personal interactions, meeting practical needs, and partnering and serving
our neighbours in hopeful and healing ways. Here’s a brief overview of some of the things we
were able to do in Care & Community Engagement at EBC last year:
Community Support Groups - This year Edith Nelson and I were able to offer support group training
for 6 new leaders from both congregations. It was a very encouraging experience for me to work with
Edith and these wonderful new volunteers. In addition to the training sessions we were able to offer
GriefShare with two new leaders and were on track to open the second stage of the Boundaries group
- Beyond Boundaries. We sadly had to say goodbye to our last few sessions of GriefShare and didn’t
get to start our Beyond Boundaries group when programming was suspended in March due to COVID.
This was very disappointing, but I have been deeply encouraged by the care our leaders showed for
their groups and for their positivity and willingness to try again with new safety measures in place in the
next season of ministry here.
Care Fund -The Care Fund is used to assist those experiencing financial challenges in our church and
beyond. The Board of Elders approves all financial assistance requests over $500. This year the Care
Fund also provided funding for 40 Christmas Hampers and 7 School Supply Subsidies for those in
need, as well as helping people with emergency bill payments and much more.
Food Pantry - Each week Emmanuel receives requests for emergency food assistance and to address
those needs we keep a small pantry of staple goods on hand to supply basic groceries in between Food
Bank access dates and to provide an entry point to conversations about food security in the city. Our
pantry is entirely supplied through donations from individuals in the church who bring designated items
to contribute to the bags each month. This year the Food Pantry was able to give out over 170 bags of
food - double our distribution over last year.
As requests for the Food Pantry grew rapidly in the spring, we were able to supplement many of our
bags with bread baked by volunteers as well as vegetables from the church garden boxes. In addition,
we were able to consistently give any extra items to the Saskatoon Food Bank & Learning Centre every
couple of months to ensure that they would be used in a timely manner.
Food for Comfort - Food for Comfort provides nutritious meals for people in our community who are
experiencing a season of extra stress around a variety of circumstances such as surgery, illness, bereavement, job loss, babies, etc. The FFC Ministry last year consisted of 25 individual volunteers delivering hot meals, but we also encouraged donations of freezer meals that could be used in a shortterm capacity, specifically in cases of sudden or unexpected need until regular volunteers could be
organized. This has been especially helpful through the spring as we wanted to continue providing
meals where they were needed, but made deliveries a little safer for some recipients in high health risk
categories.
Christmas Gift Bags - We also continued our Christmas Gift Bag tradition this year, encouraging individuals, families, or small groups to pack gift bags full of most needed items for agencies around the
city to be distributed over a season of high need. In 2019 we designated our bags for The Bridge on
20th (29 bags), Saskatoon Pregnancy Options Centre (18 bags), and Hope Restored Canada (15 bags).
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Community Engagement
Our Giving Tree service at Advent brought in 6 boxes of socks and mittens for the Lighthouse and
through the Share the Warmth program in November we were also able to make 10 blankets for the
residents of Interval House. This year we also hosted Share Warmth for their gift-wrapping event, allowing volunteers from different groups to prepare their gifts and to share stories with one another.
In the beginning of March, we collected supplies to make menstrual hygiene kits for YXE Connects.
While we didn’t get to pack the kits before programming shut down, we have been able to drop off a lot
of these items over the past few months as needs have come up for many of our ministry partners and
other agencies.
Throughout the year we also worked at paying attention to our neighbours by collecting coffee mugs
for the SWITCH clinic, baking 30 dozen cookies for the Wildwood Winter Fun Day, preparing 30 lbs of
carrot sticks for the Friendship Inn, and sewing 30 cloth masks for the Office of the Treaty Commissioner.
We continue to try raising awareness of various opportunities to serve in the city through our social
media presence and through a volunteer opportunities poster on the information wall, as well as using
the bulletin board at the back door to communicate the details of our regular programming and other
community highlights for our church to pray for and participate in. Seasonally, we also work at providing
resources to connect spiritual practice to current events and issues around events like Earth Day, National Indigenous History Month, and International Women’s Day.
Especially in this season, I’ve been so grateful and encouraged by the variety of ways this church
commits to supporting the wider Saskatoon community. I can’t begin to express how thankful I am for
your generosity and faithfulness in the area of care that allows us to provide meaningful support while
maintaining dignity and hope for those in need of care. Thank you. If you would like to get more involved
in our Care Ministry or Community Engagement initiatives at Emmanuel please talk with me anytime
and we will work to find meaningful ways for everyone to serve.
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Worship and Creative Arts Ministry Department
Worship & Creative Arts

Submitted by Rob Priestley

Worship is an active lifestyle that is fuelled by the Holy Spirit and nurtured through the weekly worship
service. Worship involves studying Scripture, wrestling with it, thinking about how faith relates to
contemporary issues, using our will to make decisions. It means doing things for God—enacting the
Gospel in the everyday spaces of our living. It means experiencing a relationship with God involving
our emotions, our spirit—letting him into the deepest places our inner soul. It means using our
imaginations to evoke intimacy with our Creator. It means loving God with every fiber of our being, with
every perceivable and imperceptible dimension of our existence.
At Emmanuel we have incredibly gifted and dedicated people who serve on a variety of teams that fall
under the worship umbrella. There are music teams, a technical and sound team, a group of actors
and a team of artists. Some of these teams are more formal in construct (i.e. music, technical and
sound teams) while other teams come together around specific seasons or services (i.e. drama and
art). Regardless, the purpose of all of these teams is to aid us as a community in exploring the nature
and heart of God and working to create opportunities for us to hear from and respond to God.
Another area in which the worship department continues to be active ‘behind the scenes’ is in partnering
with the teaching pastors of each congregation. We envision the worship service to be a beginning
point for the ‘other’ six days of living and so we have been working at creating responses and tools that
interact with worship service themes. It may be interactive opportunity during the service, it may be an
art piece designed to visual augment the spoken word, or at times it is a take home resource, but all
are designed to help integrate the teaching points into a way of living.
I would like to thank the many people who have contributed their time, expertise and resources in
working to integrate Emmanuel’s vision for worship into a living reality.
At the end of the last year, through a generous gift given to the church, we were able to upgrade our
sound system in the sanctuary. We look forward to using it over the coming years. Thanks to Scott
Jeschke, Tim Rempel, and Kurt Jeschke for their parts in planning for and installing the new system.
In the past year we continued to use the leadership of the worship collective in the seasons of Advent,
Lent & Easter Celebration. We created several opportunities for children to be involved in our special
services during Advent and Lent.
In following the church calendar, we scripted special services to facilitate the opportunity to more fully
engage in the seasons of the church. (i.e. Advent, Christmas, Epiphany, Lent, Holy Week, Easter
Celebration, Ascension & Pentecost.) These frameworks and opportunities allow for spiritual exploration and growth in areas that are fundamental to Christianity. We also provide devotional resources as
another tool to aid in our spiritual growth as a community. In addition, we created new art pieces for
most of the seasons (Advent, Epiphany, Lent, Easter Celebration, and Pentecost.)
Thank you to the many, many volunteers who helped with these events—those who helped with the
planning of events, those who helped put them together, those who played or preformed and those
who helped clean up. It’s a privilege to be in partnership with such a great community!
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Goals flowing out of the Worship & Creative Arts Department:
With the challenges of COVID 19, this year’s main goal is to find ways to use creative arts as a way to
help facilitate connecting with one another, supporting one another, praying for one another, and finding
ways to be a helpful presence in our city. The guiding principles behind this goal are:
-tofind creative ways to lead the music when a full band is not available
-to work at creating more interactive opportunities contected with the community
gatherings
-to create visuals and resources that help us contemplate and respond to the rhythms of
the church calendar
-to use the creative arts and worship to help introduce and integrate Emmanuel’s vision
statement
-to develop musicians of all ages
-to intentionally work to bring together people of all ages
-to invite people to explore the interplay between aesthetics, beauty, sacred space and
connection with God and provide opportunities for them share their gifts and discoveries with the
Emmanuel community
-to provide encouragement, resources, support and training for those involved in the creative
arts at Emmanuel
-to pay attention to my own spiritual journey, taking inventory of the places where my heart, mind
and soul are well connected to God and where they need attention – and encourage others to
do the same
-to regularly pray for the Emmanuel Community
-to provide & produce resources to aid the Emmanuel Community in engaging in these yearly
rhythms
-to develop responses, tools and memory triggers to help people process and integrate the
weekly teaching concepts into lifestyle actions
-to craft creative and interactive weekly gatherings that will provide opportunity for the
Emmanuel Community to reflect on, respond to and receive from God
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Submitted by Rob Priestley
the connection is part of the Emmanuel family and meets Sunday evenings. Its goal is to be a
community of people who are working out what it means to follow after and emulate the life and
teachings of Jesus Christ. In working to live out the Emmanuel’s vision and values, and with love and
respect as its guiding principles, the connection strives to be a safe place for all people to come and
ask questions about faith and life, and to have a meaningful place in community where they can be
known and know others.
Over the past couple of years the connection begins the fall with a retreat at Redberry Camp. We
have been excited to have some new people join our community. We continue to sit ‘in the round’ with
the Table at the center. This physical set up serves to remind us that we are all part of the community
and that ultimately the centering piece of our community is Jesus. We continue to have people from
the connection community tell their stories during the community gathering. We are also continuing to
try and find ways to make the community gatherings more interactive. We continue to pack food bags
during our response time that are given to those who struggle with the ability to buy groceries and we
continue to work at finding ways to be involved in the Saskatoon community.
Goals for the connection
With the challenges of COVID 19, our main goal is to find ways to connect with one another, support
one another, pray for one another, and find ways to be a helpful presence in our city. The guiding
principles behind this goal are:
-to work at living into the vision and values of Emmanuel
-to explore ways to bring deeper community life to the connection in a safe and open way through the
weekly community gatherings, small groups, informal ‘get togethers’, Potlucks and Park Picnics,
retreats, online resources, and special speakers
-to push into addressing and working out current cultural and theological issues in a respectful, loving,
and Jesus centered way
-to find ways to participate and partner with different community organizations, agencies, and
movements that create opportunities for the community to ‘put into motion’ being the hands and feet of
Jesus
-to creatively explore ways of making the weekly community gathering a more interactive and
meaningful experience in teaching, learning, sharing, and worshipping
-to work at finding ways of having meaningful intergenerational interactions
-to make way for and celebrate diversity within the connection
-to find some ways to meaningfully connect with the morning community of Emmanuel
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Sunday Morning Congregations
Sunday Morning Communities

Submitted by Brendon Gibson

“We gather to imagine what our lives can be like (individually and communally) because Jesus is Lord. We gather
to remind ourselves of who Jesus is, who we are in Him, and to imagine and explore who together we can
become because of Him.” These two sentences, expanding on a quote from theologian Stanley Hawerwas,
continue to be, for me, a clarifying vision of what our Sunday morning gatherings are about. Week after week,
we gather as children of the king, as citizens of his kingdom, to be renewed, inspired, strengthened and equipped
for life and service in his kingdom.
As I reflect on our Sunday morning gatherings, I praise God for all who make them happen. I am grateful for Rob
and Kari, for their leadership in worship and creative arts, for their encouragement and empowerment of our
worship teams who lead us so thoughtfully and capably each Sunday, and for the rich and thoughtful displays
through the various seasons. I am grateful for our engagement with the church calendar, for our journey through
the high seasons, which keep us grounded in the life of Jesus, and for The Worship Collective, which led us at
the start of Advent. I am grateful for Beverly and all who serve our children in the preschool wing, and in the
grade school classes, for Rachel and our leaders who help with Youth and with M.U.S.E, for Robin’s engagement
with and encouragement for our adults and seniors and those who lead and serve alongside them, for Jan’s role
in keeping us organized with bulletins and Powerpoints, and for Christie’s work in ensuring our facility is clean
and tidy.
I am grateful for those who participate in our services through stories of grace, community prayer, and joyful and
thoughtful worship. I give thanks for greeters and ushers, for those who serve at the Welcome Desk and the
Coffee Bar. Your welcoming presence and hospitality are essential to our community. And I give thanks for all
who gather weekly, bringing our sorrows and joys, our disappointments and hopes, joining with brothers and
sisters in worship of our great God and king. I find great encouragement in the growing racial and ethnic diversity
of our Sunday morning gatherings. I celebrate the fact that God is bringing the nations to Saskatoon and to
Emmanuel, and I am grateful for the openness and welcome with which they are received among us.
There’s been some rich diversity in the teaching over the past year. In July and August, 2019, we continued the
series on Psalm 23 – unpacking the psalm line by line and exploring the reality of God as our Shepherd. We
spent the fall immersed in the book of Ephesians as we explored what it means to participate in God’s Great
Drama of Redemption. Through Advent and Christmas, we looked at the Songs of Advent and Christmas, from
Isaiah 40 and the first two chapters of Luke. In January, after Epiphany, we began a series called The Gospel
Is Still Good News, using a resource developed by some of the staff of the Canadian Baptists of Western Canada
(CBWC).
Shortly before that series ended, services were suspended because of the COVID-19 pandemic. The first two
Sundays of COVID, we provided only sermons online, but by the third Sunday, the ever-resourceful Rob Priestley
had managed to have online recordings of Emmanuel’s gifted musicians, and we were able to provide complete
services by audio and email. It was particularly saddening to not gather for Holy Week and Easter Sunday, but
combined services were provided to both of our congregations. During the six Sundays after Easter, we explored
various resurrection encounters and their impact on the disciples. For Pentecost, we shared another combined
service with the Connection, and beginning in June, we launched into a series called Abide, based on John 15:17, in which we considered Jesus’ invitation to abide in him as he abides with us and in us.
I am grateful for the staff who shared in the teaching through the year, Rob, Robin, and Beverly, and for Alan
Barr, Ernie Atkinson, David Toth and Laura Monchuk, who all shared in the teaching during the Abide series. I
am also grateful for the many persons from our church family who read Scripture, led in Community Prayer, or
shared reflections on abiding in Jesus. As I said, it’s been a rich year, in spite of COVID-19.
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Over the past year, it was a joy to celebrate baby dedications (Gabriel Danyliw, Olive Danyliw, and Meghan
Wagubwe-Dula), baptisms (Daniel Morakenyo, Samuel Morakenyo), and weddings (Rachel Bonk and Ian Kennedy). It was also with deep sadness that we said goodbye to several members of our church family, including
Stu Foss, Robin Crich, Gilbert Kagabo, Agatha Dick, Harvey Everett, Cliff Harker, Anita Hall, Eric Lutz, and
Harvey Just.
Beyond Sunday mornings, there is much that encourages me as I reflect on the past year: Care Ministry and
Community Engagement, Scooters, Pumpkin Bash, ESL Coffee and Conversation, Alpha, and Bilingual Bible
Study all continue to help us engage the community beyond ourselves; Prayer Ministry, Small Groups, Heart
Matters, Men’s Breakfasts, Marriage Ministry, Growing in Grace, The Journey, A Way of Life and Walking with
Others, as well as Soup N Buns, Dining Deeper and our Summer BBQs all help us deepen our relationships with
Jesus and each other. I am grateful for all who lead and serve in these and other areas of ministry in our community, from children and youth to adults and seniors, from care to outreach and service in our community. I am
also grateful for the resourcefulness of leaders who transitioned to online engagement during the pandemic, and
for the many who helped to keep us connected through emails, phone calls, texts and cards.
I am grateful for God’s grace and faithfulness in this ongoing journey, and for the faithfulness of each member
of our community. I praise God for the deepening connections we have experienced over the past year - despite
the disruptions caused by COVID - and I trust that we will continue to grow deeper – in love with Jesus and each
other, and in our experience of, and witness to, his kingdom. May we live daily in the reality of his kingdom, and
continue to cultivate an interactive relationship with our Triune God, in whom we live and move and have our
being.

Welcoming & Ushering Ministry

Submitted by Glenn Rutherford

Well, here we are … another year has passed … and in the last several months of the 2019-2020 year at EBC
there have been significant changes; unplanned changes due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
As you will all know when you read this, our Usher Ministry has been, like most communal ministries of the
church, suspended for the last few months.
Despite that, my comments begin with the same sentiments as previous years:
•
My personal joy in being able to serve as an Usher – to welcome people, make them feel comfortable
and prepared for worship, and to work with such a wonderful group of people – the ushers.
•
My praise of those who serve as Ushers, as a group dedicated to the ministry, reliable, friendly, and
dependable.
Something I have not done before in my report – simply because the Usher Team is such a modest bunch – is
to list them by name. You should know who they are, they deserve recognition:
Reg Anholt
Lucy Fadeyi
Vern Harder
Lynda Lepp
*Lori Moffat
Monty Summach
*James Weinmaster

Bill Bleie
Samuel Fadeyi
Vivian Haskins
Roger Lepp
*Glenn Stumborg
Wayne Summach
*Team Leaders

Daniel Fadeyi
Barb Harder
Arlene Jorgenson
Sean McCallen
Moira Summach
David Toth

The next time one of them shakes your hand, gives you an elbow bump or a warm smile as you enter the church,
return a warm greeting to show your appreciation for their faithful ministry.
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Our average Sunday attendance is approximately 210 people with greater numbers on “special” occasions –
Easter, Christmas, Worship Collective, etc.
If you are interested in receiving more information about joining our Team, please call me at 306-373-2646 or
talk to any other Team member. We would be pleased to answer any questions you may have – and get you
into our schedule.
As I have told many of the ushers, serving as an Usher will give you a wonderful opportunity to get to know
others within our fellowship with whom you may not otherwise have contact.
As we serve, we do it in the spirit of Christ, playing a small part in preparing people for communal worship. Thank
you, Ushers.

Coffee Bar

Submitted by Karen Verdouw

The Coffee Bar Ministry was set up to provide an opportunity for people to engage in conversation, welcome
new people and encourage fellowship amongst members of the congregation. The ESL group has also been
joining with us for refreshments and a time of socializing between the end of their group time and the start of the
morning service. This continues to be well attended by their group. We also continue to have some people from
the ESL class volunteering to help serve at the Coffee Bar.
With the extra flow of people utilizing the Coffee Bar before the service it continues to be necessary to always
schedule 2 volunteers each week while ESL classes are running. This year we have had 2 people step down
from their roles at Coffee Bar and have had 1 new person interested in joining our serving team for a total of 14
volunteers. These wonderful people have been serving faithfully throughout the year. There are also several
individuals who regularly contribute home baked goods throughout the year, for which we are grateful. Staff at
the church have been keeping an eye on supplies and regularly purchase the cream and coffee as needed.
This year the Coffee Bar was shut down in March due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Even if regular worship services
begin again, we are not sure when the Coffee Bar service will resume. At this point we just take things day by
day.

The Welcome Desk

Submitted by Jane McPhee

The Wonderful Willing Welcoming Women have continued to be on duty at the Welcome Desk each Sunday
morning to offer a friendly smile and welcome folks to our church community – and we also answer questions!!
It’s an important ministry, as we all seek to live out the Kingdom mission of living in community with one another
and offer a hand of friendship. I have had some people tell me that the welcome they had at the Desk and the
response to their questions was why they came back a second time to EBC!
This is where newcomers or walk-in guests can get questions answered about what’s going on at Emmanuel
Baptist Church, how to connect with Pastors or others in the community, where their children can learn about
Jesus with others. It’s also where people can get information about contributing their offering through the debit
machine, getting new mailboxes or other ways to be part of the Emmanuel family. Along with the Welcoming
crew and the Ushers, we are part of making folks feel like we are glad they have come to be with us!
It is not a big commitment, and not a large group of folks help in this ministry, but it is important as it is one of
the first contacts people may have with our church … and part of partnering with God to reach out to people in
His love.
We always welcome new volunteers, and if you like meeting new people and being one of the first to church on
a Sunday morning, come join us!
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Outreach Ministry Department
Outreach Ministry Report

Submitted by Brendon Gibson

Outreach is an important aspect of our life as a Christian community. We are committed to engaging the community beyond ourselves through actions and words that communicate the love of God as revealed in Jesus
Christ. As we experience God’s love in our lives, we communicate his love in our conversations and we express
it in our actions. As citizens of Christ’s kingdom, we bear witness to Jesus and his kingship through word and
deed. We proclaim the good news that Jesus is Lord, and that he is making all things new, and we demonstrate
that reality in acts of mercy, compassion and service. We do this corporately, through various outreach initiatives, and we seek to equip and encourage members of our community to do so personally, in their particular
spheres of influences.
Most of our ministry activities have some element of an outreach component to them. When we gather for
worship, we want to be a place where all are welcomed, loved, and invited to explore and pursue God at their
own pace, without coercion or pressure. All of our programs should be safe places where those who are not yet
followers of Jesus can journey with us in community, ask questions without discrimination, and “check out” who
Jesus is and why he matters. Our acts of mercy, service, and compassion should be offered with no strings
attached.
As a church, we partner with individuals and ministries as they reach out to specific people in need or in other
geographic locations. We participate in mission trips to serve and to learn to become global disciples. We share
our church’s resources with those in need; acknowledging that everything we have is a gift from God. We present
the Gospel in creative ways, using creative arts, music and dramatic presentations. We want to welcome those
who feel alone to know God and to be a part of this church family. Programs like Alpha & ESL Coffee and
Conversation Circles are designed to develop meaningful relationships and to introduce people to Jesus.
Blood Drives – Through our ongoing Partners for Life partnership with Canadian Blood
Services, we pledged to provide 30 units of blood for 2019. Over the course of the year,
a total of 36 units of blood were donated, down from 43 the previous year. Thanks to all
who continue to give blood.
City-Wide Food Drive – The 15th annual City-Wide Food Drive was scheduled to be held on
Saturday, May 2, 2020. Unfortunately, it did not happen due to the pandemic. Instead, the Food
Bank hosted a virtual fundraiser online during the month of May, called Community Clic-and-PicNik. The Food Bank reported that the drive was a success, but due to increased donations
related to COVID-19, they could not isolate how much donations came in from the drive alone!
We are grateful for the work of the Food Bank and for the ongoing opportunity to partner with
them.
Missions:
Ministry Partners and EBC Missionaries:
"Ministry Partners" refers to ministries or individuals that:
• The Elder Board (or Mission Committee of the Elder Board) and church have recognized as a part of the
Local & Global ministry & mission strategy of the church.
• Ministry Partners will enter into a Ministry Agreement Covenant with EBC.
EBC Commitments
• EBC will give visibility from the platform during worship services at least once every 12 months in the
context of a Moment for Ministry.
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•
•
•
•

EBC will encourage our people to give either directly to the sponsoring ministry or through Emmanuel
Baptist Church through designated line items in the EBC Ministry Budget.
EBC will encourage our people to prayerfully consider volunteering for the ministry or individual.
EBC will encourage our church family to regularly pray for the individual and/or ministry and needs by
listing them in the bulletin.
The Ministry Partner may be highlighted in other appropriate ways (web-site, Mission Board, etc.)

"EBC Missionaries" are those who are now, or who have been, a part of the Emmanuel Baptist Family and are
serving a Christian ministry locally, demographically (e.g. YFC staff) or overseas. Those who are EBC Missionaries:
• May or may not receive visibility from the platform during worship services, depending on individual needs
and scheduling.
• May solicit support for an individual's ministry needs, not for the ministry they are serving.
• Will be listed in the bulletin for regular prayer.
• Will be highlighted in other appropriate ways (web-site, Mission Board, etc.)
Selection Criteria for Ministry Partners and EBC missionaries
• Must agree with EBC statement of faith.
• Partnership must help EBC fulfil our mission (To fully love God and all people for God’s kingdom, pleasure
and glory.)
• Recognized charitable organization status with CRA (or affiliation with such an organization in case of
individuals).
• Must be a part of an ongoing ministry.
• The maximum number of partners will be governed at the discretion of the Board of Elders based on
resources and spiritual leading.
EBC missionaries must:
• have Mission Committee approval of itinerary, project goals, etc.
• Presently is a part of the EBC community (for at least 6 – 12 months. Exceptions to this would be those
who have previously been a part of the EBC community, but their ministry has taken them to a different
location. It would be up to a pastor of the individual EBC community to determine whether or not the
individual has actually been a part of the community).
Current EBC Missionaries:
Arlene Jorgenson (Leader Impact) – Leader Impact is a division of Power to Change. Leader Impact
helps marketplace leaders explore the relevance of faith in God to their professional and personal
lives, through business forums and small group discussions. Arlene has been involved with Leader
Impact in the city for the past fifteen years. In 2018, the elders affirmed Arlene request to be recognized as an EBC Missionary.
Local Partnerships
As of June 2019, Emmanuel was committed to ministry partnerships with five local organizations. Each of
these ministry partners may receive financial support through a Designated Fund and are supported by people
from Emmanuel, who serve as staff, volunteers or Board Members. Annual reports for each of our partners are
found in the Appendix:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Bridge on 20th Street
Saskatoon Pregnancy Options Centre (formerly Real Choices Ministries)
Inter-Varsity International Student Ministry
The Quest at Christopher Lake
Hope Restored Canada
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Global Partnerships
Currently, Emmanuel has one global partnership with the Association of Rwandan Baptist Churches (AEBR),
the Rwanda STEP Partnership though Canadian Baptist Ministries. This has been ongoing since 2004.
STEP is an acronym for Serving, Training, Energizing Partnerships. A STEP partnership is a three-year renewable commitment to a partner denomination in a foreign country. Through CBM, CBWC churches have partnerships in Bolivia, El Salvador, India, Kenya, Lebanon, and Rwanda. A STEP partnership involves:
• Making a financial commitment of $10,000 per year for the length of the term. Of this amount, 75% is
allocated to ministry priorities established by CBM in dialogue with the global partner. The remaining
25% is designated by the church in consultation with CBM.
• Sending a minimum of one short-term mission team to visit your global partner during the length of the
partnership
• Providing prayer support for the ministries of CBM and the global partner
• Being open to opportunities to serve and be served, train and be trained, by maintaining ongoing
dialogue with CBM and our church partner around global issues and ways to respond to them
Refugee Ministry
Over the past year, at the request of families in our wider community, the elders approved the sponsorship of
two refugee families, one originally from Ethiopia (currently living in Israel) and one from Rwanda (currently living
in Zimbabwe). These sponsorships will not require any financial undertaking from Emmanuel. Both of the
families requesting our support in sponsoring their relatives have agreed to be responsible for the costs of their
settlement for the first year (approximately $30,000 per family). Half of that money has already been given to
Emmanuel to be held in trust until the families arrive.

Alpha

Submitted by Rob Arthur

The Alpha course is a 13-week program where new Christians or those interested in the Christian
faith can interact together, through a video and a lively discussion time. Alpha bills itself as “the
safe place to ask difficult questions.” The open, free discussion of the Alpha course is critical to
the success of the course. The idea of Alpha is to give the participants a safe place to come to and
in a relaxing atmosphere discuss what Christ means to them in everyday life, answer questions
about the church and ways to worship God. There is much about the Christian faith that is explored
during the videos that might never come up in another venue.
This year there was only one Alpha program in the fall of 2019. We had up to a dozen participants
in the fall Alpha. Most of the alpha students were international so many had never heard of many of the basic
Christian beliefs. Some also attended the Coffee and Conversation ESL class during the year. There were always many questions on a wide range of topics.
There is a redone set of Alpha videos with many more multimedia elements and extra conversations added into
each Alpha video that was used. This was done by the Alpha course group and included many international
perspectives and scenes including Canada. This was well received by those who had seen part of the previous
Alpha sessions. We continue to have many that want to learn more about Christ and our life with him for those
who have never heard before and those who want to renew their commitment to him.
We are looking forward to another season of Alpha starting in September if we are able to start meeting again if
the Covid 19 limitations are lifted.
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ESL Coffee & Conversation

Submitted by Alan Barr, Cam Milner,
Gordon McCullough & Jonathan Lecnik

ESL (English as a Second Language) Coffee and Conversation has continued
through its 11th year at Emmanuel, with some adjustments for social distancing due
to COVID-19. From Sept to March, we ran two weekly classes: an Entry-Level Class
on Wednesday evenings led by Gordon McCullough and Jonathan Lecnik, and an
Intermediate class on Sunday mornings led by Alan Barr, Cameron Milner and Rob
Arthur. The Wednesday class focused on functional English skills, while the Sunday
class focused on conversation and discussion, using bible-based lessons written by
Cam Milner. The average number of learners was 10 on Wednesdays and 15 to 20
on Sundays, although attendance declined after Jan as many learners chose to selfisolate. The class was terminated in March when church services ended because of COVID-19. Then at the
request of several students, the Sunday morning class reconvened in May via Zoom, with 15 to 20 learners
attending. Plans are underway to continue the Sunday classes through the end of July.
The online classes have gone exceedingly well. Zoom has proven to be a very effective tool for ESL, in part
because of Rob Arthur’s skill in arranging the breakout groups. We have shifted the class time from 9:00 to 10:15
at church to 9:30 to 11:15 online. This change has enabled more time for deeper exploration of biblical themes.
We have found the learners eager to connect and hungry to learn. Several are showing signs of coming to faith.
Special events for 2018-2019, all of which were well attended and great fun, included a Fall Barbeque at the
acreage of Brian and Jill Cook, a Christmas party, and a celebration of Chinese New Year.
The strength of our ESL classes continues to be the small and personal size of the discussion groups, with one
instructor for every 2 to 5 learners, and the focus on conversation. Our volunteers continue to serve weekly and
to host special events, which is a big commitment. We thank them for their faithfulness. The opportunity to work
consistently with the same learners has led to growing friendships and made it a joy to serve.
The Sunday class wishes to thank volunteers at the Coffee Bar, who welcome the class after 10:15 and enable
continuing conversation over refreshments. The coffee bar has served as a bridge, encouraging more and more
students to stay on for the church service.
Please continue to pray for us, that our ESL classes will continue to grow in effectiveness and friendship, both
helping the learners to grow in their English-language skills and introducing them to the Christian faith.
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FACILITY REPORTS
Facility Maintenance Report

Submitted by Murray Sloboda on behalf of
The Facility Maintenance Team

Things Completed in 2019-2020
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roof over classrooms and offices was replaced by Flynn Roofing last fall
All main floor halls and Fellowship Hall have been repainted
Worked on some sound electrical work required for new system
Carpet was installed in the youth room
Various minor jobs being done on an ongoing basis
Sound System

The original construction was signed off and we are done with that section of the work. In September and
October Flynn Roofing started to replace the roof membrane over the classrooms and offices and was
completed before it got too cold.
Items Being Monitored
-

Parking lot is in reasonable shape and we continue to watch it and repair where necessary

-

Watching the roof in the gym and fellowship hall

-

The kitchen is ready for some improvements as the way it is was from day 1 and we may require a plan
to fix it up going forward

-

With COVID-19 this has changed how we will look at things going forward and I am not sure anyone has
a clear path at this point, so some items that we are wanting to do may be put off until we have a better
view into the future

God has been good and given us the ability to get some much needed repairs done in our building. Thanks for
your continued support in this area.
A sincere thank you to everyone who gave of their time to participate in the spring clean-up in May, and to all
who generously donated to the capital fund throughout the year.
Also, thanks to all who helped out on the maintenance team over the last year – it is much appreciated.
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Facility Rentals
Wedding and Event Coordinating

Submitted by Jan Smith

The event coordinator position consists of opening up church facilities, being around if any problems occur, and
helping with set up/take down for the events (as well as locking up the facility afterwards). Emmanuel hosted
three weddings on-site in 2019/2020. Another that was booked was postponed until 2021 due to COVID-19.
There were a number of other events that we were able to host prior to the pandemic. Through various Birthday
& Christmas parties, Appreciation Banquets, Board Meetings & AGMs, Games Nights, Prayer Gatherings and a
Gospel Concert we were able to interact with those who are connected to our community and their social circles
by providing them with a space to gather together, fellowship and celebrate.

Support Reports
Funerals/Baptisms/Child Dedications

Submitted by Jan Smith

Over the course of this past fiscal year EBC has been a part of nine funerals. Not all of them were in the
Emmanuel building for one reason or another but staff were involved as a support to the families in a multitude
of different ways.
Two baptisms were facilitated by Brendon in November 2019. These are always exciting moments of celebration
for our community as people declare their faith in Jesus in a public way!
Child Dedications are an important commitment by new parents to profess their intent to bring their children up
in the ways of Jesus. Brendon had the privilege of performing three such dedications this past year.
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The Quest at Christopher Lake
Submitted by Dyan Mouland
Managing Director

What a fascinating year it has been at The Quest. I began my new position in mid February, 2020 and a few
weeks later, COVID hit our world. As our camp was shut down by order of the Province, and I moved to part
time for nearly three months, we all began to navigate our strange, new camp world. Changes seemed to happen
daily – and this continues as our government works on what re-opening looks like.
As the world changed around us, together with The Official Board, we made the difficult decision to cancel
summer camp programs for 2020. As of this date, the government is still not allowing overnight kids camps. All
user groups also were cancelled. The government has allowed us to re-open under certain restrictions as of
Monday, June 22, 2020, but the reality is, overnight children’s camps cannot happen this year in Saskatchewan
for any camps. All campers at The Quest received a refund. The good thing is though, camp will return for 2021.
This is a summary of our last few months since I began, but what it doesn’t include is the amazing grace, provision, and providence of our loving Heavenly Father.
Our summer goal has always been focused on children. God knows this.
One major area of ministry is our summer staff. God also knows this.
We also minister to our user groups. God is not ignorant of that either.
And of course, connecting to our constituents and local churches is our lifeline, and such a valuable mutual
resource. No surprise, our God knows this too.
Rather unexpectedly, we received nine staff positions funded by the government. We had been given the impression that we were not going to get any funding this year. God is so good and we were suddenly able to
potentially accomplish more than we ever dreamed of.
Although not all of the staff have started yet, together, we have had multiple “dream sessions” where we look
prayerfully to where God has been calling us. Together, we have been looking at when Jesus sent out the 72 in
Luke 10, particularly when Jesus says: The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the
Harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field. Go! (Luke 10:2-3a). What does this command mean
in our current scenario? If you know the story from Luke 10, the 72 were sent out into the spiritual harvest with
very little (no) resources, and yet they came back rejoicing. There is a lot we can learn about faith and God from
this event.
Together, the staff and myself are looking at ways to minister with creativity, while honouring our commitment to
our Saviour, and to our camp. For our disappointed campers, we will have two options (paid and free) for
campers to connect with staff and The Quest, and to hear about The Good News of our Saviour. For our staff,
many pastors and youth workers are coming to the camp to act as short term chaplains for these young people!
For our user groups, we are trying to find ways to encourage them, and accommodate them safely if possible.
For our constituents, we are looking at ways to connect with each local church, and to celebrate our 75th anniversary in ways we had not even thought of before (do stay tuned for details as this is pretty exciting stuff coming
your way).
In the meantime, I want to thank Emmanuel Baptist for your ongoing support. Your prayers, phone calls, Zoom
meetings, emails, texts, etc, have been so encouraging. You have also helped us financially. I am humbled and
so grateful for the way you have poured your love into our camp. It is difficult to fully expressed how much I value
you, and am hoping to have more opportunities in the near future to begin to meet more of you in person as it
becomes safe to do so.
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The Bridge On 20TH Fellowship Centre Inc.
Submitted by Pat Dergousoff
Finance & Donor Relations

The Bridge Foundation
To meet the people where they are at, to accept them as they are, and for God’s body to share
His unconditional love.
The Bridge Mission Statement
The Bridge exists to bring people together, unified by God’s Holy Spirit, to meet the needs
within Saskatoon’s inner city, so that ALL would be changed.
The Bridge Core Values
1. Connecting to God through Jesus Christ.
2. Providing a safe and non-judgemental environment.
3. Building relationships, seeing transformation.
4. Sharing unconditional love.
5. Being the hands and feet of the Gospel.
6. Presenting opportunities to bless and be blessed.
The Present
As of the writing of this report (June 2020), COVID is still very much with us and in adherence to
regulations we now seat 12 people for 15-minute intervals. The Lord has turned what could be
seen as a disadvantage to an advantage! Now we have many more intentional, focused
conversations with our visitors, which leads to deeper relationships. We’re getting to the heart
of what they see as their practical needs, which naturally leads into opportunities to share with
them about what they really need… Jesus!
The Future
What does the future hold? Where is the Lord taking us? One thing for certain is that adjusting
to COVID 19 has made us take a hard look at what we do and how we do it. Through this, we
have never been more certain about our commitment to remain true to the Foundation,
Mission and Core Values above. With this in mind, leadership has been actively seeking
direction from the Holy Spirit, asking for wisdom as we move forward.
Thank you everyone for your faithful partnership in the ministries of The Bridge.
Our prayer is that the Lord would continue to bless you as you respond
to the call that He has placed on each of your lives.

The Bridge on 20th Fellowship Centre Inc.
1008 20th Street West; Saskatoon, SK; S7M 0Y7
306.382.2855 office@thebridgesaskatoon.com
www.thebridgesaskatoon.com www.facebook.com/bridgeon20th
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Saskatoon Pregnancy Options Centre
Submitted by Cathy LaFleche
Executive Director

Mission statement:
To provide generous support, education and acceptance to women and their families who are experiencing
unplanned pregnancy by striving to meet their physical, emotional and spiritual needs.
Dear Emmanuel Baptist Friends,
I missed coming to see you this year thanks to covid19. The pandemic forced us to slow down, somewhat, but
we kept our doors open. Woman and men in unexpected pregnancy situations still found us, in fact, they relied
on us to be open and accessible during a time in which usual resources were closed or limited. During the time
of the initial lockdown until June 24 2020, we had 27 new clients come to us for options counseling. Pregnant
and parenting families relied on us for educational resources sent via text or email, and material supplies when
they couldn’t get out. We saw 71 individual clients in 105 visits, and 13 babies were born. Our clients relied on
us for a listening ear and friendship when they were isolated or lonely. Our staff and volunteers had to discern
what was best for their health and families and some worked from home while a few healthy individuals gamely
showed up to maintain our services to clients. A couple of laid off young people also came out and offered their
time and talent to help us run the centre and meet the variety of needs that our clients had.
Recently we have opened up again for Earn While You Learn on site and it has been a joy to reconnect in person.
We are planning our fall gala for Sept 25 2020 via ZOOM. We are looking for people to host at their homes
and stream in an inspiring evening of music, videos, client stories, silent auction, food delivered to your home
and other surprises. We are also looking for silent auction items. Call the centre for more info.
Drop by the new location for a tour.
Our Capital Campaign continues as we raise money to offset the leasehold improvements of our new space.
Please visit our website for more details.
Thank you so much to Emmanuel Baptist for all of your generous support and encouragement.
Our vulnerable moms, dads and babies thank you.
Cathy LaFleche
Executive Director
306-665-7550
103-2543 Dudley Street
Saskatoon SK S7M 5V3
contact@saskatoonpregnancy.com
www.saskatoonpregnancy.com
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IVCF – International Student Ministry
Submitted by Gerry &
Shirley Falk

Our vision is that international graduate students and visiting scholars at the University of Saskatchewan would
come to know Jesus Christ as their Saviour and Lord. Our mission is to provide wholesome activities for all,
giving opportunity for them to hear about and experience Jesus, and for those who are Christians, to grow as
His disciples.
Last summer was a good mix of Bible study and outdoor fun, there too, including a brief testimony. The end of
August brought a lot of good-byes, of students returning home, transferring to other universities for further grad
studies or alumni moving away for work.
On Welcome Day in September God gave us several new students who were not yet believers but who quickly
found their place with us and began to explore Christian faith. Thanksgiving and Christmas Camps, Friday night
Bible studies, social activities, and each student in the core team reaching into their network, has built a new
community.
The past six months can be divided into pre-COVID and COVID isolation ministry. Yet, what began before March
15 continued on the internet via ZOOM. We completed our Alpha Course online, moved all our one-to-one meetings online, Friday social nights included creative online games, held our usual camp at the beginning of May
online, and on Sunday mornings quite a number attend church with us online.
What's new since March 15 is that morning and evening, Monday to Friday, with some variation, we meet briefly
for Scripture reflection and prayer. Students, both Christian and non, testify that this has been very beneficial, to
the extent that it doesn't feel like they've been in isolation! Taking responsibility in leadership of these meetings,
praying for one another and our wider circle of friends has caused them to grow in the Lord. One of those new
students from September's Welcome Day is leading her as yet unbelieving family in her home country in Bible
study online. One has gotten to know his housemates and led one to the Lord! The Thursday afternoon Bible
study is finishing one series and beginning another soon, likely an overview of the Bible.
Now with the reopening phases, we have met twice in our backyard with a group of ten, keeping safe distance,
each person bringing their own food and beverage. Gerry is back at the park, kicking a soccer ball around with
a few guys. It is unlikely that we'll be able to go for day trips (putting groups of students into vehicles is a risk) or
having a camp, but we are praying for creativity to do all we can to provide support and continue with outreach.
There may be fewer international students coming to the University this year, but there are a lot who have stayed
throughout this season. Some attended social events prior to isolation but didn't come closer. We have been
extending encouragement to these through texts or going for walks. We trust that this too will bear new fruit.
Thank you EBC for your encouragement and prayers. If there is room in your church budget or there are individuals who would like to become financial donors for this ministry, we have fallen short in the past months and
need to build a bigger donor base. Please contact us.
Gerry & Shirley Falk (G)306-202-6097 (S)306-290-3634
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Hope Restored Canada
Submitted by Joeline Magill
Executive Director

For many years, the extent and reality of sexual exploitation and trafficking have been hidden or
unknown in Canada and more specifically in Saskatchewan. Sexual exploitation and trafficking
impacts victims and their families psychologically, emotionally, spiritually and physically.
Hope Restored Canada, a registered charitable organization based out of Saskatoon, provides
supports for women who have been sexually exploited or trafficked through the H.O.P.E. model:
Holistic Restoration , Outreach , Partnership and Education.
2019-2020 Notable Highlights - Our new Holistic Restoration programming providing:
● Safe housing for individuals who identify as female as they exit/escape the cycle of
sexual exploitation and trafficking. Program participants are supported by staff through
program facilitation and relationship-based case management that connects them with
appropriate supports and services to address their unique needs.
● Multi-faceted educational/trauma-informed healing programs and one-on-one facilitated
sessions with a qualified counsellor for safe house residents, day-program participants.
● Cultural education and elder support for program participants to reconnect with their
culture, and be able to learn and experience traditional approaches to healing.
● Skill-building for participants including, but not limited to: nutrition and cooking program,
healthy hygiene and body care, laundry and house maintenance skills, parenting classes
for women with children, budgeting and community living skills.
Some quotes from participants are:
● “HRC helps me, choose me!”
● “I feel safe, I love being here, being somewhere that I'm understood. Trusting the
people here and feeling comfortable with myself”.
● "I've learned so much at HRC, I have boundaries, and I stuck to them!"
Coming up this year we are looking forward to growing our capacity to offer programming by
hiring more staff and being able to serve more participants. Funding is critical in being able to
continue to provide programming and safe space for our women to heal and grow. Please
consider today how you can partner with us financially to help change someone’s life.
To learn more about HRC and the successes we had this year please visit our website to view
our complete Annual Report.
We want to say a big thank you for your support both financially and through prayer! We could
not do this alone and are grateful to have communities such as your’s behind us. If you are
interested in becoming connected through prayer or funding please reach out to us at
info@hoperestoredcanada.org.
(306) 371-4673 (HOPE) • info@hoperestoredcanada.org • www.hoperestoredcanada.org
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Leader Impact
Submitted by Arlene Jorgenson

LeaderImpact’s mission is helping marketplace leaders explore the relevance of faith in God in their
personal and professional lives.
I have stepped back from my role as the Saskatoon City chair since my husband’s death. Due to COVID
the Saskatoon Prayer Breakfast and our regular business forums were cancelled.
As LeaderImpact events and global exchanges have been suspended, we’ve had to pivot and adapt.
Our weekly groups, Forums and other events have moved on-line with wonderful results. More and
more leaders across the globe are responding to the importance of a healthy integrated life: personal,
professional and spiritual well-being in order to enhance the lives of others.
I was booked to go to Panama City for a global exchange in March. The Panamanian team asked us
to be an on-line resource by switching to webinars with a translator. The first one had 500 people
registered. That’s as many people in 1 hr than we would have spoke to all week in person! My talk is
titled, “Resilience: building mental toughness” and is booked for August delivery.
Instead of a conference with international leaders in Chicago we held our first ever International Global
Forum where Donna Brighton (Brighton Leadership in Chicago) gave a talk via Zoom to over 1400
people registered from 48 countries! I was a breakout room leader with business people from 5 different
countries!
I’m in a Zoom small group with female business leaders from across Western Canada studying the
book “Integrity” by Henry Cloud. From Quebec to BC, we have over 1300 men and women in 140 small
groups meeting weekly to encourage one another and explore the power of faith in God.
Future plans will continue expanding on-line leadership talk capability. The ‘Bursting Your Bubble’ training for developing your faith story is currently being up-dated. New on-line small groups are being
created each week as travel is no longer an issue.
Anyone interested in checking out a local LeaderImpact small group can contact me or go to
www.leaderimpact.com to find a group or sign up for our weekly leadership blog.
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Annual General Meeting
October 14, 2020

Emmanuel Baptist Church exists …
to fully love God and all people
for God’s Kingdom, pleasure and glory.
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Emmanuel Baptist Church
AGM Agenda
Wednesday, October 14, 2020 – 7:00 PM
Call to order (Quorum is 15% of voting members of the church)
1) Greeting and Opening Prayer
2) Agenda approval
Motion for approval
3) Approval of the minutes of the following Members Meetings
a. Motion to approve minutes of the AGM on October 16, 2019
b. Business arising from the minutes
i. Progress report on facility
4) Reports and related Business
a. Nominating Report:
i. Motion: Election of Elders, Moderator and Treasurer
b. Executive Pastor, Moderator and Ministry Leaders available to take questions on their
reports.
c. Finance
i. 2019/2020 Audited Financial Report
Motion to receive 2019-2020 Audit report from Heagy LLP Chartered Accountants.
ii. Motion to appoint Heagy LLP Chartered Accountants as Auditor for the coming
fiscal year.
iii. Prayer of Thanksgiving:
iv. Presentation of 2020-2021 Budget
1. Motion to Receive the General Operating and Capital Budgets for the
2020/2021 fiscal year
5) Vote results (5a)
a. Presentation and Blessing of the 2020/2021 Board of Elders and Officers
b. Prayer of commissioning:
6) Motion to Adjourn and Doxology
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Strategic Priorities
Strategic Priorities Report

Submitted by Brendon Gibson
(with input from staff)

The following Strategic Priorities were established in 2017 as a result of a survey of the Emmanuel
Family, which informed a Strategic Discernment Conversation that involved about thirty-five persons,
including the elders, staff and a cross-section of the Emmanuel community. The following report is an
attempt to track our progress on these priorities:
Strategic Priorities
1. Strengthening Unity within Diversity
Reaffirming and reinforcing our commitment to Jesus, to our core beliefs, and to our vision, mission
and values as gleaned from the bible, while cultivating healthy conversation around cultural and theological areas in which we accept and embrace diversity.

2019-2020 Progress Report

How will we accomplish this? By…
a. Ongoing attention to the church calendar in worship and teaching.
b. Annually revisiting and reaffirming our core beliefs, vision, mission and values in worship,
teaching and communication (print and online).

c. Regular community conversations to explore current cultural and theological issues (e.g., Indigenous (re)Conciliation, Creation Care, LGBTQ issues)
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- Ongoing
- Youth teaching series have followed
some elements of the church calendar
- Sunday morning sermon series on The
Gospel
- Ongoing in print and online
-rob integrated them in his teachings at
the connection
- C&C focused our conversations on the
practicality of our church values throughout the year in conversation, service, and
spiritual practice.
- The elders and Brendon had a conversation about LGBTQ at the end of January and followed up that one with the staff
in early March.
-rob regularly brings up current cultural
and theological issues in his teaching at
the connection
- Kari created online & print resources
around National Indigenous History
Month, Earth Day, International Women’s
Day
- Small group conversations at youth
around these topics, led by youth leaders.
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2. Strengthening Community Engagement
Inspiring and encouraging the members of our community to share the love of Jesus with the communities around us through deed and word.
How will we accomplish this? By…
a. Continuing to serve the wider community through
initiatives like Support Groups, Scooters, ESL, Alpha, Pumpkin Bash, Summer Kids Camp, Food
Drive, Blood Donations, Christmas Hampers and
Bags for Partners, and through our ministry partnerships with The Bridge, IVCF International Students, Saskatoon Pregnancy Options Centre and
Hope Restored Canada.
b. Continuing to work at developing relationships
with the community associations and schools
around us (e.g., in the neighbourhoods of Wildwood and Lakeview, Eastview and Brevoort
Park).

c. Exploring additional opportunities for outreach
ministry around us and in our city (e.g., Sturby
Place).
d. Identifying and/or developing appropriate ways of
sharing the gospel with our neighbours and
friends (and equipping our community to engage
with them).

- Ongoing throughout the year
- Care Ministry offered training for new
Support Group leaders
- Food Pantry
- Robin was joined by two students from
Horizon College who worked with her to
visit seniors at the Bentley and in the
community.
-expanded our summer kids camps to allow more neighbourhood kids access to
our programs and to give us the opportunity to meet their families
-the connection worked on a couple of initiatives for Wildwood school
- increased cross-promotion on social media to highlight agency needs around the
city
- reengaged Wildwood Winter Fun Day by
providing snacks
- Youth got connected with Hands at
Work and were able to bake and deliver
muffins to foster families in our city
- “Into the Neighbourhood” Spiritual Life
Conference with Preston provided a
framework for thinking about loving and
serving our neighbours.

3. Strengthening Spiritual Formation
Deepening our passion and practices for becoming
more Christ-like while acknowledging the uniqueness of each person’s spiritual journey.
How will we accomplish this? By…
a. Continuing to provide multiple opportunities
(courses, workshops, studies) and resources
through the year for engaging in spiritual formation practices and encouraging greater participation.
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- The Journey/A Way of Life/Walking with
Others; Heart Matters, Men’s Breakfast;
C&C; Small Groups; Sunday Morning Bible Study; Spiritual Life Conference, Lent
and Advent Resources
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- Women’s and Men’s studies offered
online during initial COVID season
- created a family resource booklet with
Holy Week activities & worship options
- offered a documentary series related to
our values through C&C
- updated our prayer guides for fall & winter sessions, and added in a special focus
with suggestions for new prayer practices
around Lent.
- Online Prayer via Zoom
-Youth attended YQ and Inspire YXE conferences
b. Offering alternative (holistic) approaches to spiritual formation that engages mind, heart, body
and senses.

- Stations of the Cross suspended due to
COVID, but booklet available online,
Week(s) of Prayer Guides, Interactive
Stations at the Connection;

c. Encouraging greater participation in spiritual conversations and mutual mentoring among our
community.

- Encouragement from pulpit and email
with suggested resources
-Youth small groups every Tuesday night
- Rachel provided specific training to
youth small group leaders in this area

4. Strengthening Congregational/Generational
Connections
Fostering opportunities for greater inter-generational
and cross-congregational interaction.
How will we accomplish this? By…
a. Continuing to provide opportunities for multi-generational and inter-congregational gatherings of
all kinds (fellowship, outreach, worship, prayer)
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- Soup ‘N’ Buns, Worship Collective, Dining Deeper, Ladies Afternoon Tea; Summer BBQs (mornings); Park Picnic Potlucks (Connection), Joint all-congregation
BBQ in Wildwood Park; worship teams
- Robin hosted women’s coffee time
online during initial COVID season
- Monthly documentary night
- Service opportunities (preparing blankets for Interval House, Food Pantry, etc)
- Seasonal resources with activity suggestions that could be practiced meaningfully
by children and adults alike
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b. Exploring new ways to foster stronger connections between the various ages of our community, healthy transitions between stages of life in
our community, as well as deeper connections
between our congregations.
c. Developing mentoring initiatives that brings together older and young members of our community for regular conversations (adults/seniors with
children/youth/young adults).
d. Working to improve our communication in all areas (pulpit, print, email, website, social media).
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- Prayer Sisters
-Rachel taught gr 4-6 Sunday School for
the purpose of building relationships with
the kids and helping them transition to
youth
- Marriage Mentoring
- worship teams in both morning and
evening gatherings
- Ongoing
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